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Abstract: Earlier on 18-th European Cosmic Ray Symposium we had been presented results on detection of high daily varia-
tions (~100%, 7σ ) for events caused by the high ionization cosmic ray component, passing through a telescope “Doch-4A”. 
On 22-th European Cosmic Ray Symposium we had been presented results from the scintillation spectrometric telescopes 
“Doch-4M” running during (2001-2006) of large season & daily variations of the high ionization cosmic ray component. For 
the first time it was observed for the high ionization cosmic ray component statistically convincing evidence (7.3σ  statistical 
errors) for the effect of season variations with the variation amplitude A≈ 30% and for daily variations (3.5σ , A~35%). Here 
these results are interpreted in framework of Erzion model by elastic scattering of high energy neutral Erzions (E>10GeV), 
detected by telescope “Doch-4M”, on thermolized space neutral Erzions around Sun, proposed as one of component of dark 
matter objects. For such interpretation we must proposed the dark matter density equal to 10-11g/cm2.  
. 
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1 Introduction 
 
The hypothesis of new stable heavy charged particle 
(Erzion) in cosmic rays existence first had been proposed 
in 1982 to explain abnormal vertical cosmic ray muon 
energy spectrum [1]. Later in 1990 it has been created 
theoretical Mirror model for explaining of such particles 
[2-5]. In 1999 on a telescope “Doch-4” it was received 
the first results on possible discovery of such particles [6-
9]. Then the telescope has been automated, modernized 
and has worked continuously in a PC line already on the 
territory of National Research Center “Kurchatov Insti-
tute”, as a telescope “Doch-4M” since July 2001 till 
August 2010 [10].  
The design of a telescope of installations «Doch-4M» 
(Fig.1) completely corresponds to previous installation 
«Doch-4», worked in MADI University in 1999 [6-9] 
and represents vertical coaxial scintillation telescope 
consisting from above thin crystal CsI (�63х 0,35 mm2) 
and thick crystal NaI (�150x100 mm2) from below a 
telescope. Difference from previous installation «Doch-
4» consists only in new automatic registration of syn-
chronizing amplitudes of signals of crystals CsI and NaI, 
by their numeralizating and conclusion to a personal 

computer (PC) by means of a 2 channel ADC - LA-n10, 
built in the PC.  
 

 
Figure 1. The block scheme of installation «Doch-4m» 
 

2   Large variations results 
 
Earlier on 18-th European Cosmic Ray Symposium we 
had been presented results on detection of high daily 
variations (A~100%, 6,9 σ  for morning events & 
A~100%, 4,3σ  for morning & evening events) for 
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events caused by the high ionization cosmic ray compo-
nent, passing through a telescope “Doch-4A” (Fig. 2), 
tilting by angle - Θ =18� from the vertical to the South 
[10-11].  
  

 
Figure 2. Daily distribution for high ionization (>10 μ) 
events for Doch-4A running, (25.07.01-11.01.02),  
divided in 4 day intervals:[Night (0:00-5:59), Morning 
(6:00-11:59), Day (12:00-17:59), Evening (18:00-23:59)] 
 
 

 
Figure 3.  Total daily distribution for high ionization 
(>10 μ) vertical cosmic ray particles for Doch-4M run-
ning, (25.07.01-08.02.06), divided in 4 day intervals: 
[Night (23:00-4:59), Morning (5:00-10:59), Day (11:00-
16:59), Evening (17:00-22:59), selected by 3-months 
Jupiter-Earth opposition with one-month advance every 
year (from Nov 2001 – Jan 2002 up to Feb – Apr 2005). 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Sum season numbers of selected (>10�)  
               events for operating telescope “Doch-4M”  

during 5 years (2001-2006) 
For continuous 5 year work (2001-2006)  of the alone in 
the world on a sea level cosmic ray spectrometric tele-
scope “Doch-4M” with selection of vertical particles 
with the high ionization there were observed significant 
daily (A~30% - 3,5 σ  for morning & evening events)  
[12-13] and season [14-18] intensity variations (Fig. 3.4). 
 
Table 1. Sum season numbers of selected (>10�) events 

for various operating modes of a telescope 
“Doch-4m” during 5 years (2001-2006) 

 
Seasons     -        Weeks     -     Events number 
Winter        -         (46-6)       -          410            
Spring        -        (7-19)        -          510  
Summer     -        (20-32)      -          420 
 Autumn     -        (33-45)      -          300 
 
 
From the presented histograms on Fig. 4 it is seen, that 
annually in September-October considerably (~30 %) 
decreased intensity for high ionization components of 
Cosmic Rays and so increased in March-April. For dis-
play of this effect by most statistically provided image all 
year (52 weeks) has been broken into 4 seasons, to each 
equal 13 weeks. In each season for all 5 years of work of 
a telescope there was an average intensity for this sea-
sons which then was multiplied by effective 44 weeks as 
a full operating time of a telescope for all 5 years of its 
work were equaled to 176 weeks. Received thus effective 
season number of events is presented in Table 2 and on 
the histogram Fig. 6. From the presented values ΔN 
(Spring-Autumn) = (510-300) = (210 +/-28,5) (7,3 σ); 
ΔN (Summer-Winter) = (420-410) = (10 +/-29,5) (0,34 σ) 
is visible, that effective numbers of the selected events 
for Summer and Winter seasons coincides within the 
limits of a standard deviation (σ) while their values for 
Spring and Autumn together differs on 7,3  standard 
deviation. Thus, statistically convincing proof for the 
first time the found out effect of season variations for 
high ionization components of Cosmic Rays with ampli-
tude of variations - (А~30 %) is received. Earlier we had 
been received results on the same large daily variation 
for the same high ionization components of Cosmic Rays 
on telescope “Doch-4A” at an inclination of its axis to 
the south on 18º [10-11]. Thus, to the information about 
observation large daily variations (А ~50 %) for high 
ionization component of Cosmic Rays for 5 years of 
continuous operation of the telescope «Doch-4M» we 
had added enough convincingly (7,3 σ ) & the same 
large (А ~30 %) it’s season variation [14-18]. Both daily 
and season variations of Cosmic Rays on neutron moni-
tors or muon’s telescopes as much as possible reach 
amplitude of variations (1-2) %, but not (30-100) % as in 
our case. Therefore these new results for high ionization 
cosmic ray component can’t be explained within ortho-
dox physics of Cosmic Rays and it demands the introduc-
tion of new hypotheses for their interpretation.  
However, all these received results easily and naturally 
can be explained in framework of Erzion hypothesis by 
presence in primary cosmic rays of Solar negative Er-
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zions and “galactic” neutral Erzions (JE~10-6с м -2с -

1с т е р -1) directed mainly from the Virgo constella-
tion, or may be from Jupiter, placed that years (2001-
2006) in this sky region [2-5]. Negative Erzions with 
impulse PE~50GeV/С  and energy Е E~6GeV traveling 
from the Sun are deviated by magnetic field of the Earth 
on a angle close to 90º and come in near vertical direc-
tion on a telescope in the evening for 56º  parallels of an 
arrangement of Moscow [10-11]. For neutral Erzions 
spring position of an orbit of the Earth is optimum for a 
direction to the Virgo constellation, the most active area 
of the Universe in the field of the nearest galaxies con-
glomeration for sources of radiations in radio, x-ray and 
γ - ray ranges. The first indications on an opportunity of 
existence of two natures of Erzions sources (Solar and 
“galactic” origin), for the first time have been received 
on installation «Doch-4A» at the registration in the Win-
ter daily distribution of events from high ionization com-
ponents of Cosmic Rays of 2 peaks (evening - by Solar 
origin and morning – by “galactic” one) [10-11]. In any 
way it is probably significant influence on Cosmic Ray 
neutral Erzions by may be Dark matter, stronger inside of 
an orbit of the Earth. So let us analyse this dark matter 
interpretation although may be Jupiter version is too real. 
 
3       Dark matter and its possible 
manifestations 

 
Dark matter consists of a substance characterized by a 
diffused state and very weak interactions with matter, 
which makes its detection extremely difficult [17-23]. It 
manifests itself as gravitational influence caused by a 
mass, hidden from direct observations, on motion of 
objects accessible to astronomical observations. Particles 
of dark matter should possess non-zero mass since the 
ability to concentrate in the gravitational fields of galax-
ies and stars implies objects with speeds that do not ex-
ceed one thousandth of the speed of light.  
Dark matter has multiple components and its study is 
limited largely to the realm of hypotheses. Of all the 
possible components of dark matter only neutrinos which 
were produced at the very early stages of the existence of 
the Universe ("relic neutrinos") [23-25], are to some 
extent a familiar territory for modern science. However, 
because of a very small neutrino mass (no more several 
eV), neutrinos constitute only about 1% of all dark mat-
ter.  
At present, the prevalent point of view is that the main 
constituent parts of dark matter are hypothetical particles, 
which were predicted by the "Grand Unification Theory" 
and quantum chromodynamics. The numerous experi-
ments have not given reliable proofs of their existence 
yet [26].  It is possible also, that one from components of 
dark substance is neutral erzion [2-4]. The important 
effect intrinsic to fluxes of a dark matter is the gravita-
tional focusing of dark matter when it happens to pass 
near celestial bodies. This effect is analogous to the well 
known gravitational lensing of the light. However, be-
cause speeds of particles of dark matter are much smaller 
than the speed of light, the gravitational fields of celestial 

bodies affect their trajectories in much stronger manner. 
The calculations show, that gravitational focusing by 
stars, black holes and other massive space objects can 
increase dark matter fluxes more than 1010 [18,23]. Thus, 
the dark matter has various properties. Some from its, 
probably, are already found out in experiments (irremov-
able fluctuations of gravitational constant measurements 
results [27], oscillation of beta decay rate with 1 year and 
1 month periods [23,25], bursts of beta decay rate of a 
source located in a focal point of a parabolic mirror 
[23,25,28], seasonal oscillations in experiment «DAMA-
LIBRA» [29]).  
So it is possible to assume, that the found out season 
variations of Erzion registration intensity [15] are one 
from dark matter manifestations too. These results we 
can interpret in framework of Erzion model by elastic 
scattering of high energy (E>10GeV) neutral Erzions 
(E0), detected by telescope “Doch-4M”, on thermolized 
space neutral Erzions around Sun, proposed as one of 
component of dark matter objects [4]. For such interpre-
tation we must propose the dark matter density near 
Earth orbit equal to 10-11g/cm2, as it has been proposed 
by S.N. Adler for interpretation of flyby anomaly [19,20]. 
In this case according radius dependence from A.V. 
Gurevich et al. work [30] (ρ (r)=Kr-1.8) we shall have 
length inside of Earth orbit equal L=(200-10000)g/cm2. 
High energy neutral Erzion (~10 GeV) has length for 
elastic scattering equal LE

0 ~300 g/cm2. As you can see it 
is enough to have some elastic scattering acts & to re-
duce Erzion intensity & energy on another Earth orbit 
side to explain our proposal.  
 
Conclusion 
 
As you can see it possible to explain our season variation 
results by proposal of dark matter. But may be Jupiter 
version is more real. It will be clear after our future expe-
riments only. 
We thank D.A. Kompaneets, V.L. Kauts, K.P. Zybin & 
V. Zirakashvili for fruitful discussions.  
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